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“Demand for premium made-to-order coffee was strong at
the start of 2020 but the market was completely shaken by
pandemic-related disruptions. High unemployment is
encouraging consumers to choose affordable retail coffee
products while the increase in remote working reduces
many consumers’ need for AFH coffee.”
- Amanda Topper, Associate Director of
Foodservice Research
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•
•

The impact of COVID-19 on consumer behavior and the foodservice coffee and tea market
How foodservice coffee and tea operators will fare in a recession
Coffee and tea menu trends and innovation opportunities
Which demographics are driving the market forward

As 2020 started out, demand for prepared coffee drinks was strong and, in most cases, stable. More
than a third of consumers had increased their foodservice coffee purchases year over year, prior to
COVID-19. The foodservice coffee and tea market has become highly segmented, with three dominant
chains – Starbucks, Dunkin’ and McDonald’s – selling the majority of coffee. C-stores and LSRs
compete for the rest, while independent coffee shops fill niches for artisanal, specialized drinks.
COVID-19 has made competition from retail options even more intense, with the dominant chains
quickly recalibrating to respond to shrinking business and new service needs.
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Operators must get creative to offset morning occasion losses
Value is king as consumers limit discretionary spending
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Figure 23: Coffee and tea consumption – NET – Any consumption, April 2020
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Frequent purchasers are more likely to experiment
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Coffee chains reign
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All generations prefer coffeehouse chains
Figure 28: Coffee purchase location, by generation, April 2020
Lower-earning households rely on affordability of fast food and c-store coffee
Figure 29: Coffee purchase location, by household income, April 2020

Change in Coffee Purchases (Pre-COVID-19)
One third of consumers increased their coffee purchases pre-COVID-19
Figure 30: Change in coffee purchases (pre-COVID-19), April 2020
Gen Zs and Millennials are driving the market forward
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Independent coffeehouse consumers were buying more coffee pre-COVID-19
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Important Foodservice Coffee Factors
Hot drinks are table stakes, but restaurants should chill out
Figure 33: Important foodservice coffee factors – NET – Any rank, April 2020
QSR coffee drinkers are most price conscious
Figure 34: Important foodservice coffee factors – NET – Any rank, by coffee purchase locations, April 2020

Coffee Attribute Interest
Creamers can aid in consumer comfort with coffee functionality
Figure 35: Coffee attribute interest – NET – Any coffee, April 2020
Younger consumers will move functional coffee forward
Figure 36: Coffee attribute interest – NET – Any coffee, by gender and age, April 2020
Frequent coffee buyers most interested in functional coffees
Figure 37: Coffee attribute interest – NET – Any coffee, by change in coffee purchases (pre-COVID-19), April 2020
Coffeehouse chain and independent consumers most open to flavor innovation
Figure 38: Coffee attribute interest – Net – Any coffee, by coffee purchase locations, April 2020

Foodservice Coffee Behaviors
Consumers primarily drink coffee in the morning but opportunity lies in afternoon occasions
Figure 39: Foodservice coffee behaviors, April 2020
Flavor innovation can excite young coffee consumers
Figure 40: Foodservice coffee behaviors, by generation, April 2020
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Premium, flavored coffees pave the way for upsell opportunities
Figure 41: Foodservice coffee behaviors, by change in coffee purchases (pre-COVID-19), April 2020
Coffeehouse chain customers prefer flavored coffees
Figure 42: Foodservice coffee behaviors, by coffee purchase location, April 2020
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